St. Charles Parish Renewal Project – Survey Result Summary
57 survey respondents – May 2021
Specific data on key survey components









80% of survey respondents reporting having a good understanding of the project, while 70% reported a good understanding of the budget
The rectory remodel portion was well supported with 84% strongly or slightly in favor, while only 7% slightly or strongly disagreed
The office space and entry were supported with 64% strongly or slightly in favor, while 11% slightly or strongly disagreed
52% of the respondents were strongly or slightly in favor of the family/friendship room, while 29% did not favor this portion of the project
The overall reaction to this entire project was mixed, with 45% excited, 20% neutral, and 35% concerned
The project has some intended financial support with 49% of respondents planning to donate, 28% undecided, and 23% do not plan to contribute
Ages 55 to 75+ made up a large portion of the respondents (67%) and females completed 60% of the surveys
Over 80% of the survey respondents reported attending weekly mass and 63% stated they are a 31+ year members, followed by 11-20 years at 16%

Questions or concerns that were addressed in the comments









How is it going to get paid for?
What is it all being spent on?
Improvements can be made that aren’t so costly
It is too elaborate and too large
Could it be downsized somewhat or is it all or nothing?
The family room is too small
What happens if the goal isn’t met?
With our active members getting older, will the younger
members assist in the cost?

What respondents like most about the proposed project







Much needed renovation, long overdue, and a fresh look!
Larger entryway, updated restrooms, new family room
Bathroom updates and relocated highly needed
Easy to find offices, more intimate space for gatherings, a more cohesive and
inviting space for priest’s living quarters
I like the larger rectory dining room that can accommodate larger group gatherings
A new entry to the southwest, new gathering space with the entry, and the smaller
fellowship room

A brief response to some of the concerns – full survey results will be available on the Parish Renewal Project table, as well as on our website (stcharlesoakes.org)
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